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Abstracts 

ground EM surveys and drillings. They show similar 
r~ults. 

bnoersion of Vertical Magnetic Dipole Data over a 
Layered Structure 

W. E. GLENN, JISOO Ryt;', W. J. PEEPLES, AND 
S. H. WARD 

An application of the generalized inverse theory to 
the inversion of measured vertical and horizontal 
magnetic field components scattered by a layered 
earth in the presence of a vertical magnetic dipole 
illustrates the several advantages the inverse technique 
has over the conventional curve-matching techniques 
normally· employed in geophysical-exploration inter
pretations. In particular, it provides four important 
results: (1) a method of direct interpretation on the 
data which, in the overconstrained case, results in sev
eral least-squares solutions; (2) a means to establish a 
statistical evaluatioll of the parameter resolutioll; (3) 
a basis for posing the interpretation model in a sto
chastic framework wherein a covariance matrix of in
put errors may be used to estimate the effect of input 
noise on parameter resolution; and (4) a method of 
optimizing experimental design wherein the optimum 
choice of source frequencies and source-receiver sepa
rations can be made from an examination of both the 
information density matrix and the resolution matrix. 

Electromagnetic Finite Difference M odelhtg 

Roy J. GREENHJo:LD 

The types of partial differentia,; equations which 
govern scaler-wa\'e propagation, elt-etric-current flow, 
and electromagnetic induction phenl)mena will be dis
cussed. These equations together with their associated 
boundary conditions can be expressed in terms of 
finite difference formulas. Some of f he methods of so
lution will be sketched, and the concept of stability 
will be stated and illustrated by examples. 

Radiation from an Explosion ilt a NOl!lllliformly 
Prestressed Medium 

ANIL GROVER 

It is known that both an increase of the cavity size 
and rupture propagation from an explosion in a pre
stressed medium will release strain energy stored in the 
initially strained material, thus affecting the seismic 
radiation field. Under uniaxial tension, a distribution 
of shear stresses was produced in the rhomboid
shaped Plexig~as plate. The static stress analysis was 
done by the photoelastic and analytic methods. A cy
lindrical explosive charge was USCG'. as a source to gen
erate seis~c waves. The terminltion of the crack 
propagatio.n produced a detectable secondary seismic 
arrival, corresponding to the stopping phase. The di
rection of cracks corresponded to the theoretically 
computed average orientation of the ma>.imum shear 
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Microearthqllake Studies for Exploration and D...:if of experienced personnel is 

opment of Geotl~e~mal ResOllrces ~:I~ort in each of.the four O~S , 
R. ~r. HJUnLTON AND P. L. WARD .;: ithe present bme approxlma 

Detailed studies show that microearthquakes ~P focus common-depth-poi 
in geothermal areas in Iceland and EI Salvador and ~,)n data have been purchase~ 
The Geysers, in California. Most of these earthquahfn by division geophysical, 
range in depth from near surface to about 6 km, ~ 8000 line-miles of shallow i 

hypocenters are either clustered or o:cu~ along li~hY5ical data are under inte~ 
trends subparallel to faults mapped wlthlll or near ~ns to lea-."e management an1 
geothermal areas. Parts of the geothermal areas aI;. :oIore data, deep and shan~ 
hibit no seismic activity. The earthquakes apparentJtlcquisition as new areas 0; 
are a.ssociated with faults traversing the area. ~:ned for evaluation. Refinerl 
faults may provide the channel for hot water to l't3Ci?retation currently avaiIah; 
shallow depth. The earthquakes may be explained bt;d through application of I 
the Hubbert-Rubey theory, which states that the ina:; under development to eill!, 
tional strength of a fault is reduced by increased iluicshore geophysics, time, p~ 
pore pressure. A more likely explanation may be tlutitting, wiI.! also play a me 
the rocks in geothermal areas are weaker than rocir:e development and manag' 
nearby because of hydrothermal alteration, wallE. Consideration for the use 
wea.ltening, or stress corrosion. In any case, if the dit?ment and analysis of ne'", { 
tribution of microearthquakes is accurately mapJl('ilpport the division mission 
seismically active faults can be delineated, and tlli:ical evaluation. 
should aid in the exploration for geothermal resour(~ 

;l/z ysical iVetltotls in Geotiru 
Topographic and Terrain Correction for AirboT'll 

·JR~IAN HARTHILI. Grat!ity 
S H . ;othermal exploration is ( 

IG}{t;':-ID A~n{ER h in the United States but' 
A simple, convenient procedure is outlined for evafarable to that of early p 

u~ting topographic an? terrain effects in airbo~ne ~e little is known of the nat!' 
vlmetry. The method IS based on assumed availabihq.cs, the published data indic: 
of continuous terrain data along a traverse. The t~i su erheated water locate 
rain is taken to be uniform to infinity in both direrl; b~ween 1 and 3 km. Th' 
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